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You're a senior exec who leads important project meetings, and you get two different reports from your team. One person presents their list of well-customized tasks, with a check mark finished green across the page. Others tell you, I think we've figured out how to solve the main roadblocks that have delayed us. They
both do their job. And they both advance the goals of the project. As a leader who drives major business transformations, who prefers you to hear? Strong leaders highlight a clear vision of what success looks like, spelling out the tenets of guidance, strategic importance and value creation needed to get there. However,
too many senior executives are still clinging to a tried and true management style, operating. Many still think in terms of activities and checklists rather than strategic goals and actions. Related: Get Clarity on your Big Picture Insights. I refer to this as a rock mentality versus rock. If you build a road, it helps to clean all the
rocks on your path. But that really doesn't progress -- it just feels like it. If I foreman on a road crew builds amazing highways into the future, no one cares how many buckets of rock I've moved today. Strong managers are looking for rocks that get in the way to achieve both visibility and progress. Your team wants to know
where the road leads, and how to throw stones blocking their way. People want to understand what benefits they will see when each of those stones is removed. They want to embrace shared insights into what the beautiful looks like. That's the job Important. What a rock looks like. In addition to its larger size, it is
sometimes difficult to tell a large stone from the rocks. Stones are a deterrent; something is getting in the way of progress over and over again. This is a fig and literal detour that takes you off the tracks. It's an obstacle that blocks several paths to progress. If, for example, your team continues to tell you that the lack of
data capacity slows down linchpin, CRM and quality application supply chains; or some regulatory hurdles are shipping stalls critical parts in your production cycle -- then that is a big rock. You need to solve the problem before cleaning up small tasks. Don't overlook that little stone sticks on the ground too; it may be a
hiding stone under the earth. However there is no way of knowing that until you breach some shovel handles trying to legalize it. Related: 5 Steps to Handle Any Unexpected ChallengeThat when you as leader calls -- to follow the metaphor -- a big yellow dig. This doesn't mean you run rough on your team's issues and
ideas. It's your job to help them see what the task is and what becomes a deterrent. What a task to do, and what challenges need to be solved. Stop asking about the rocks. If everyone on your team shares the same vision of where you go, which is your job as a leader, you don't have to control every step of the way. You
don't have to track every mile they push out of the way (that's their job). And if everyone operates using the same basic value (everyone's job), they don't have to do things exactly as you always do. Give people room to experiment, grow and develop their own skills. If the goal is to make it to the top of the mountain, don't
insist that everyone uses your preferred climbing gear or removes your favorite footprint map. Some may choose to climb the way you do. Others can take different roads, or parachute in or fly helicopters over. In any case, you'll all end up in the right place. Related: 16 Actions to Take To Achieve Any GoalWhether you
are trying to transform small working groups, corporate divisions or entire organizations, powerful leaders put their time into and attention when distinguishing the difference between rock tasks and rock challenges. It can be very satisfying to tear down a long to-do list; it may look good in your report. But unless your
action moves the big rocks that you'll probably end up with a pile of stones. A few days ago, I finished my first book and made it to my publisher. You'll hear more about it in a few months, but this post is for a large number of readers who have sent me all kinds of questions book publishing process. It was an incredible
feeling, eventually finishing my book and knowing that it would actually be published. It's something I always wanted to do – write my own book, see it published, then walk into a bookstore and find it looking for it Shelves. The idea that it actually happened is almost unbelievable to me, even now. Many readers have
asked me over the last few months to talk about how I get book deals and managed to actually write a book. Did I get an agent? Did I write the book first and then shop? What exactly is involved? What can I expect for income? Here's a real scoop on my book offerings from start to finish. This is not how to get a book
offer. This is simply the path I follow from a dream of writing a book to writing one. Before DealEver since the Easy Dollar became successful, I was thinking about publishing a book. I tossed a lot of different ideas about what could, but for a long time, I've never really done anything about it. It seemed like a messy idea,
but my time was so tightly packed that I never really went ahead with any plans. Last September (2007), I decided to get serious about the idea of book publishing. It was about the moment that I started to think about writing as my primary career and walking away from my job at the time, and I decided that getting a
book written and published might be a good way to do that. I hit my social network hard enough and found two people who were in the publishing industry and another that had published five (or more) books, and asked them what I needed to do to get my foot in the door. They all told me that the first thing I needed to do
was put together a book package, explaining exactly what I wanted to do. PackageBasically book, the book package I assembled had four pieces. This closing letter is basically just a letter introducing myself, giving one paragraph pitch to who I am, two paragraph pitches of the book, and one paragraph pitch as to why
I'm perfectly positioned to write a book. Justification In other words, why am I a suitable author for this book? I described my personal story and easy Dollar success (450K monthly visitors, 35K subscribers, built in two years without promotion). At the time, I had a bit of another writing credit, so I felt that was the biggest
hole in my package. The whole book's guidelines This is basically a four-page document outlining my full idea for the book I'd expect. I describe the full idea, then break it a chapter by the chapter. My rough sample chapter also included a sample of one of the chapters. I spent about a week writing a rough draft of one of
the chapters easiest in the book, which intends to be a sample of what I do. Try to Find An Agent then try to find an agent for my book. I basically spent five months doing this without actually finding an agent to represent me. I have some strong bites, but the biggest thing that seems to turn most agents away is the
realization that I barely have a history of print publication. If you can't show the stuff you've done you have to rely entirely on your other success, and a lot of literary agents don't get the internet. Yes, there are some who understand what's going on online, but they're few and far between and they're usually out there
cutting their own deals. I almost acquired the agent twice, but both times they seemed to really drop the face of the earth. They just stopped replying to emails, so I gave up. Trying another PathGiven failed, I was pretty disappointing in February. I spoke to some of my friends and they encouraged me to simply send
packages to publish seemingly appropriate houses. I basically made a list of publishing houses a lot of my favorite personal finance books and I just sent a copy of my package to all of them. There are no answers at all for a month and a half. I basically gave up, when out of the blue I was contacted by Adams Media.
They weren't interested (yet) in my recommendations, but they were interested in my story and they offered me an interesting deal. They have a general concept of book projects that they are interested in publishing and they think that I am almost perfect for the idea. Will I develop suggestions for the book and send their
way? The idea they had in mind was just about perfect for what I wanted to do. It gave me a ton of latitudes to take things towards my own and focus a lot on useful information for a wide audience. I really can't talk about the specifics of the book anymore (be patient, I'll be before very long!), but there are plenty of
aspects of the project that I like. I put together a suggestion centered around the idea they had in mind. They liked it and accepted it immediately. Three weeks later, I signed a book deal. No agent, nothing. Advances (which are pre-paid book royalties write books, usually to help support the author during the book being
written) are reasonable for the first time unpublished writers who don't ride tidal waves of publicity (between $5K and $10K). As the project developed, Adams informed me that they were very happy to hear suggestions about the second book project from me, perhaps the latest version of my original. This is something I'm
going to mull in the future, but I'm already thinking about it on the back burner. Writing BookMy the first attempt to deal with the book was a failure. I tried just starting at the beginning and elling through the whole thing based on very simple guidelines that I would include in my recommendations. bad idea. I got about 20%
of the driveway and hated it. It's not sorted and ridiculous. So I spilled the whole thing. I started again, using methods to write that had worked well for me for Easy Dollars. Basically, this means doing the outline. Whenever I write a post for Easy Dollar, I first came up with the idea and chanted some ideas on paper. I then
did any necessary research, think of the ideas I wanted to communicate, then developed an unofficial outline to the individual paragraph. So that's what I did. I wrote an outline for the whole book to an individual paragraph. The guidelines themselves take nearly fifty pages in Word, and that is what I spend about 50% of
my total writing time. I finished this guideline in early May.After that, I wrote between 1,500 and 2,000 words a day on average for the book, fitting the paragraph to the outline I developed. I promised publishers I would be able to deliver a strong draft manuscript on July 1, and I'm pretty sure to make it. But another
problem developed. There was a long period in early June where I was distracted by many real-world events. This left me focusing on the book for most of the second half of June, writing as many as 5,000 words a day on manuscripts over the past two weeks. I use regular time management tricks to do this – I basically
ignore everything that doesn't matter to do that. This means I now have 1,300 e-mail messages in my inbox that I have to read and respond to. I finished the manuscript on June 24, turning into my publisher, and now I'm waiting. Next comes the editing process and several design options, then it will be made ready to
publish, with promotions and other things. Adams Media seems pretty committed enough to get the book out the door by the end of the year – in fact, the editing process has already begun and I've already been involved with some of the promotional issues associated with the book. This is where things are sitting right
now. Last month or so has been very intense, so I intend to take things a little easier in July. At this point, just competing with the Easy Dollar seems like taking things quite simply. If you have any questions, I would like to answer it. Ask far away in the comments. I'll probably install reader mailbag just questions about this
process (at least answer the questions I can answer now) and post soon. Soon.
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